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Truthful earth-honoring lyrics, soulfully sung, calm the animal in YOU with Bunny's velvet voice, acoustic

guitar, native flute and drum harmonies. Concludes with ancient Lakota prayer "O Great Spirit"

memorably put to music. Inspires the artistic spirit. 12 MP3 Songs FOLK: Gentle, WORLD: Native

American Details: This music will lull you to a better time and place to heal and comfort, taking you to

thoughts that embrace and nurture peace. To the indiginous Lakota (Sioux)the buffalo represented

abundant peace and harmony in all aspects of life - their whole world. Yet their dreams and prophecys

foretold a time of world trouble would come before true "buffalo" abundance would again cover the earth.

"Each song is a pearl"- Willy Priem-Belgium "...melodies alternately lilt and soar. Her lyrics sometimes

joyfully, sometimes poignantly, but always vividly, call to mind the Black Hills she loves." Panache

Magazine Audiences young and old are mesmerized with Bunny's relaxed and artful use of Native

American flute and Lakota drum to punctuate her unique and sensitive acoustic guitar accompaniment.

Haunting original music gifted her by the Black Hills, this music relays Bunny's love of the land and deep

appreciation for the connectedness of all things. In her introduction to this album, Bunny writes: "I pray

that the spirit of the white Buffalo will soon abound to bless the red, black, white and yellow (all) peoples

of the earth, in a time of abundant peace for ALL living things...and it is sure to come." Bunny's

songwriting skills focus on the intricate beauty of word pictures straight-from-the-heart. The thoughts and

feelings they inspire linger long after the music stops. Her songs always tell a story - songs about truth,

seasons, relationships, love, open spaces, and slower times. This music will bring you back to nature and

the HEART of the hills and the wide open sage covered prairies, where you will want to return again and

again. A truly original sound - Buffalo Tales showcases Bunny's beautifully recognizable voice and

acoustic live performance style. Original song titles include: "More Than a Mountain" (a song inspired by
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a visit to Crazy Horse Memorial), "Dance Buffalo Dance" "...and show me the way that I should walk.

Dance Buffalo, Dance! Rejoice in the life we all have got, Dance Buffalo, Dance, tell me the words of the

song to talk about Rainbow Spirit to guide us to the end..." and "Buffalo Tales" (about a real life tourists

buffalo experience in Custer State Park) Her first album "Sacred Ground" released just 4 months before

"Buffalo Tales" is also available at cdbabyor order an AUTOGRAPHED CD from her website at

bunnysingswolf.com. In 2003 she released the long awaited "White Haired Sunrise" with its striking song

"Freedom" complete with Lakota words. Don't miss the opportunity to say YOU were among the FIRST to

DISCOVER the new and very special talent of Bunny Sings Wolf - music to pamper your soul and refresh

your spirit for THIS time and place in our world.
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